Orange Public Schools Required Dress

**Secondary Grades 8 - 12**
- White, Orange or Black Polo or Oxford Shirts. All shirts must have a collar.
- Black or Khaki Pants and/or knee length Skirts, Slacks, Skorts.
- Sweater, Vest or Cardigan. *(Must be solid black)*
- School Apparel.

**Grades 5 - 7**
- Khaki Pants, Dress, Skirt or Uniform Shorts.
- Solid White Shirts/Polo Top with Collar.
- For All Grades 5-7, Physical Education Uniform is Gray and/or Navy Blue Sweatpants (Shorts), and either a Gray, Navy Blue, Light Blue, or White T-Shirt.

**Grades K – 4**
- Navy Blue Pants, Dress, Skirts or Uniform Shorts.
- Solid White or Light Blue Shirts/Polo Top with Collar.
- For All Grades K– 4, Physical Education Uniform is Gray and/or Navy Blue Sweatpants (Shorts), and either a Gray, Navy Blue, Light Blue, or White T-Shirt.

**Students May Not Wear:**
- Shirts without Collars
- T-Shirts, and shirts with writing, designs or pictures
- Jeans, denim, shorts
- Clothing that exposes the torso or midsection, bottom.
- Clothing that exposes underwear or undergarments.
- Head or do-rags, caps, bandanas or other headgear *(other than for specific religious reasons).*
- Flip Flops, Chinese Slippers, House Slippers
- Extremely low cut, tight fitting or transparent clothing, bare midriffs, and suggestive clothing
- Tube Tops
- Clothing, patches, or decorations that contain profane, obscene, offensive, or inappropriate language; references to alcohol, sex, drugs, or demeaning references to specific gender, ethnic, racial, or religious groups.
- Bare feet, unsafe footwear, cleats, and footwear intended for the beach.
- Clothing indicating gang membership
- Ripped Clothing
- Exposed Undergarments

*Note: All dress shirts must be tucked into your pants or skirts at all times* while in school.